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Abstract. Recent research indicates the important role anticipation plays in the
planning and deployment of autonomous multi-vehicle systems. The present
study is devoted to building a simulation model of a swarm of autonomous
ground-based vehicles. It is assumed that the vehicles perform collaborative
surveillance and threat mitigation activities under difficult environmental con-
ditions. Their performance is evaluated as the efficiency of threat mitigation
during a single operation cycle, the total damage sustained by the vehicles
during the operation, as well as a factor related to operational costs. We will take
into account the vulnerability of the LAN communication under the different
circumstances that may occur during the swarm operation. Based on the sim-
ulation model implemented in Matlab, it has been shown that vehicles endowed
with anticipatory decision algorithms and organized in an anticipatory network
perform considerably better compared to the behavior that follows a natural
swarm benchmark algorithm. The advantage of an anticipatory network orga-
nization is particularly salient in case of communication disturbances. In sum-
mary, a smooth operation of the swarm can be ensured either by a reliable
communication between vehicles via a local network or by implementing an
anticipatory self-organization algorithm. Specifically, the latter can compensate
for permanent communication deficiencies and may be particularly useful in
case of its temporary fallouts due to unexpected disturbances.

Keywords: Vehicle swarms � Anticipatory networks � Simulation
Agent-based models � Autonomous systems � Multicriteria optimization

1 Introduction

Efficient cooperation of multiple autonomous vehicles requires a deft combination of
self-organization and supervision, which is reflected in numerous coordination
approaches. Organizing vehicles into formation-like platoons etc. [2] decreases coor-
dination requirements at the expense of decreased self-organization capabilities. This
reduces the general flexibility of task fulfilment as well. Vehicle swarms may have a
looser internal structure, which is believed to be robust due to the high substitutability
of swarm units. The latter enhances communication reliability via multiple parallel
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information transfer channels associated with every pair of units within a vehicle
neighborhood [3]. Furthermore, a classical swarm consists of a large number of
homogeneous units, with a simple rule-based communication.

The above principles impose restrictions on the organization of swarms composed of
a small number of complex intelligent units with a high level of autonomy or freewill
[10] and advanced communication capabilities. Studies of such systems, including
groups of humans and human-driven vehicles, indicate that applying classical swarm
principles may ensure efficient performance and emphasize the role of communication
inside the swarm [7]. This is why different vehicle swarm self-organization processes are
studied, leading ultimately to a better exploitation of individual unit intelligence,
simultaneously preserving the advantages of swarm-type collaboration [14, 15].

Anticipation is a fundamental concept attributed to intelligent systems, both natural
and artificial. A formal theory of anticipatory systems was provided by Rosen [8]
within the framework of systems biology. By definition, an anticipatory system makes
decisions based on a forecasting model of itself and its environment. As such, antic-
ipation describes and explains numerous principles of artificial autonomous decision
systems (AADS, [11]), such as traffic management and coordination problems [5, 6].
Moreover, anticipation plays an important role in the control of autonomous vehicles
[2] as well as in the computing of transport networks [6] and traffic equilibria. Based on
an efficient and extensive information exchange, each individual AADS (here: a
vehicle) builds a model of other vehicles and simulates their future behavior before
making its own decision.

Classical anticipatory system theory provides an indication as regards the interac-
tion of an individual anticipatory AADS with its environment but is less suitable in
explaining the structure of systems composed of multiple AADSs and their dynamics.
More light on the rational behavior of multiple anticipatory systems and their
self-organization was shed by the theory of anticipatory networks introduced in [12,
13]. Each node in an anticipatory network is an anticipatory AADS while the edges
model different relations and impacts between them. The decision-making process is
analyzed in the context of mutual impacts and information exchanges between nodes,
including the crucial concept of anticipatory feedback [12]. This is explained in more
detail in the next section.

A recent paper [14] presents an application of the anticipatory network theory to
planning the operation of vehicle swarms. It has been assumed that swarm members
share at least one common goal, while each vehicle also takes into account individual
goals. In addition, the vehicles begin their operation as a swarm without a clear internal
structure or they may lose it due to the impact of various environmental events.
However, the vehicles are capable of organizing themselves into efficient teams thanks
to their anticipatory capabilities. Each team can be modelled as an anticipatory network
with an ad hoc structure. The organization of teams is driven by supervisory
discrete-event control principles. Teams are dissolved after a particular task has been
executed or when the final common goal of the swarm has been reached. The above
principles have proved useful as a base mechanism for the organization of mining
inspection and emergency vehicles, as shown in the above cited paper [14].

This paper presents a simulation environment for a swarm of standardized auton-
omous vehicles that jointly perform inspection and threat mitigation tasks. In the next
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section, we provide an outline of the anticipatory network theory, focusing on timed
networks and their applicability to swarm robotics. The vehicle simulation model
presented in Sect. 3 has been implemented in Matlab and can be run in an independent
Matlab RuntimeTM environment. In Sect. 5, we present the results of an eight-vehicle
swarm simulation. These results will show that vehicles endowed with an anticipatory
decision algorithm and organized in an anticipatory network perform considerably
better than if the swarm behavior followed a natural benchmark algorithm. The
advantage of anticipatory network organization is particularly salient in the case of
communication disturbances. It also outperforms the behavior of a swarm of antici-
patory vehicles that do not form anticipatory networks. The conclusion section sum-
marizes and discusses these findings.

2 Timed Anticipatory Networks of Autonomous Vehicles

Anticipatory networks (abbreviated as AN, [12, 13]) on one hand generalize antici-
patory models of consequences in multicriteria optimization problems; on the other
hand, they can be regarded as an extension of the anticipatory systems of Rosen [8].
According to the basic assumption of this theory, decisions made at a node O in
a network can influence algorithms and the scope of decisions made later at another
node. This influence defines a causal relation that is described by an acyclic digraph,
the first component of an AN. However, there may be more than one causal depen-
dence, so in general the above component is an acyclic multidigraph, where nodes
represent decision problems and vertices correspond to causal relations. It will also be
assumed that the above causal vertices comply with the time order. The next funda-
mental assumption states that all decisions in an AN are made to ensure the satisfaction
of some additional preference requirements concerning the selection of future deci-
sions. These requirements are termed anticipatory feedbacks. They indicate the desired
properties of future decisions from the point of view of key decision makers in the
network. The anticipatory feedback relation adds an additional component when
building an AN as a multidigraph.

The relevant multicriteria optimality principles implemented by decision makers
modelled in an AN imply that the decisions admitted should

(a) fulfill the immediate preferences of decision makers,
(b) ensure maximum satisfaction of their wishes concerning the outcomes of those

future problems that are starting nodes of the anticipatory feedback relation.

The latter condition can be accomplished by manipulating the causal influences
invoked by the choice of decisions. The above construction should be supplemented
by:

• a partial order defined on nodes which indicates the relevance of the corresponding
decision maker’s anticipatory feedback preferences, and/or

• a partial order defined on the vertices of the anticipatory feedback relation which
indicates the relevance of each individual relation between two nodes.
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The above two additional ordering relations determine the way the AN-solving
algorithms [12] are performed. For simulation purposes, we implemented a version of
solution algorithm based on the assumption that the earlier the decision is to be made,
the more relevant are the preferences of the corresponding decision maker. Further-
more, we assumed that all decisions made by autonomous vehicles in an anticipatory
network are rational and cooperative; therefore, the nodes can be called optimizers. By
definition, an optimizer O is a multivalued function that assigns to a set of feasible
decisions U and the preference structure P a subset O(F,U,P) of the set P(U,F) of
nondominated decisions with respect to multiple optimization criteria F = (F1,…,FN)
defined at the node O. It is assumed that the preference relation � P associated to
P fulfills the condition x� Fy ) x� Py, where “� F” is a partial order in U induced by
the ordering of the criteria values in IRN, i.e. x� Fy , F xð Þ�FðyÞ. Thus, O(F,U,P)
contains decisions which were selected from U taking into account both, the order
“� F” related to the criteria F and the additional preferences P, i.e.

O F;U;Pð Þ � P U;F;Pð Þ :¼ fu 2 U : ½8v 2 P U;Fð Þ � U : F vð Þ� PF uð Þ ) v ¼ u�g:
ð1Þ

The criteria F and the preference structure P (cf. [13] for a discussion of preference
structures and models) can be applied to optimize a variety of simultaneous tasks and
goals which can be performed by mobile multi-functional vehicles. The swarm of
vehicles may have its own goals pre-defined as a subset of criteria F, say G1: = (G1,…,
G1k), while each individual vehicle Vi may additionally optimize its own criterion G2i.
The final choice of a nondominated solution is accomplished according to the antici-
patory preference structure implied by the requirement (b) above [12].

Now, let us provide formal definitions of the above outlined notions:

Definition 1. Suppose that A is a causal network with nodes corresponding to
decision-making units. If a node Vi in A precedes another one, Vj in the causal order
r then the anticipatory feedback fj,i. between Vj and Vi is a specification which outputs
from Vj are solicited by Vi. This information is taken into account by Vi when making a
decision to influence the choice to be made at Vj, so that a solicited decision could be
selected from the subset Kj,i�Ui defined by fi,j or be as close as possible to Kj,i. ■

An anticipatory feedback makes sense if Vj is causally dependent on Vi or if they
are both able to influence another node Vk, which is relevant to Vj. The latter situation is
termed induced anticipatory feedback [13] and may occur in some special situations of
disturbed communication. Now, we can formulate the following definition of an AN.

Definition 2. An anticipatory network (AN) is a finite multidigraph with nodes cor-
responding to anticipatory decision problems, comprising at least one acyclic causal
relation and an anticipatory feedback between at least two causally-dependent nodes. ■

An AN node without any causal predecessor will be termed an initial node. The
simulated vehicle networks will always have one initial node termed supervisor. The
anticipatory problem solution in a vehicle swarm is a collection of solutions to all
sequential decision problems solved by the vehicles in order to optimize the common
goal G1, provided that the values of individual vehicle criteria G2 are nondominated.
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The partial values of G1 resulting from single vehicle decisions are aggregated, first
to the momentary values G1t which encompass problems solved by all vehicles until
the moment t from a discrete time interval {t1,…,tfin}. Thus, the values of G1t aggregate
the assessment of all tasks, usually additively, for all t2{t1,…,tfin}.

Let us observe that the solution of an anticipatory problem related to a certain task of
the swarm need not be immediate; it may extend over certain period and require forming
multiple anticipatory networks or changing their structure during the solution process.
This leads us [14] to define timed anticipatory networks (TAN), denoted by A(t),
where the anticipatory multigraph may vary for t2T. This network evolution is a major
part of the vehicle swarm simulation.

Definition 3 [14]. A timed anticipatory network A(t) is a multidigraph-valued time
series defined for t2T: = {t0,t1,…,tfin}, ti−1 < ti, where i = 1,…,fin, such that

(a) For each t2T A(t) is an anticipatory network where each decision is to be made
within a prescribed time interval [t,t + s(t)] ending at the decision horizon at t.

(b) For each i, i = 1,…,fin−1, ti+1 � ti + s(ti) [i.e. the internal network solution
processes do not interfere with the network A(t) evolution driven by the time
index t].

(c) The decisions made and solutions implemented in the network A(ti) by all vehicles
until the time ti+1 comply with the structure of the network A(ti+1).

(d) The initial node and at least one other node in A(ti+1) inherit the multidigraph
structure from A(ti). ■

Definition 4. Suppose that A(t) is a TAN. The smallest finite digraph S(A(t)) with no
cycles such that for all t2T the causal subgraph of A(t) can be embedded as subgraph of
S(A(t)) will be termed the structure graph for A. ■

The following principles will be applied to simulate TANs modelling inspection
vehicles in a harsh environment (cf. the next section and [14], p. 69):

• TANs emerge to solve a threat problem and dissolve spontaneously after the threat
is mitigated.

• Anticipatory decision problems modelled by A(t), t = t0,…,tn, are solved indepen-
dently from each other, but the performance criteria values achieved at each step are
merged recursively.

• The time t which occurs in Definition 3 is merely an ordering index for A(t) and
cannot be identified with the simulated real time s. All real-life vehicle operations,
such as moving or mitigating threats are performed with respect to s.

• The time index ti switches to ti+1 after the initial node’s decision is made, if a new
vehicle is admitted to the network or if another one leaves this TAN. Following the
assumption (b) above we can assume that ti: = i, for i = 1,…,n.

• The functions of a TAN’s vehicle are determined by its position in the structure
graph S(A) assigned by the coordinator of this TAN and may vary from t to t + 1.

As already mentioned, the swarm performance criteria G are split into two groups:
the superordinated vector criterion G1 = (G1,1,…,G1,n) is optimized on the set of
admissible decisions of the overall A(t), for each t2T, yielding an aggregation of its
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nondominated values for all t2T. Vehicles performing activities that lead directly to
reaching goal G1 have the right-of-way and priority access to common resources.

The second group is formed by individual performance indicators of Vi,
G2: = (G2i,1,…,G2i,m). Their nondominated values will be also combined for all t2T.

The simulation model presented in the next section will touch upon a swarm of
identical, autonomous and anonymous vehicles N: = {V1,..,VN} that share a common
goal G1 and at the same time optimize individual goals G21,…,G2N. The overall swarm
performance is described by the vector criterion G = (G1, G2), where G2 is composed
of criteria corresponding to the degrees that the individual vehicle goals have been
reached. The vehicles perform a given task jointly either acting according to individual
swarm-member algorithms (the benchmark case) or they may create a formation fol-
lowing the anticipatory network scheme presented in the previous section. The sets of
allowed actions of each vehicle Vi will be denoted by Ui(t). The activity of the swarm
while performing a joint task in an anticipatory network formation is shown in Fig. 1.

A formal statement of the above swarm optimization problem [14] is given below:

VehicleV0½ � ðG1 : U0 ! IRNÞ ! min; ðG2;0 : U0 ! IRm 0ð ÞÞ ! min ð2aÞ

V1;i
� � ðG1 : U1;i ! IRNÞ ! min; ðG2;i : u0;i u0ð Þ \Ui ! IRm ið ÞÞ ! min; i ¼ 1; . . .; kð1Þ ð2bÞ

V2;j
� �ðG2;j : u0;q jð Þ u0ð Þ \u1;r1 jð Þ u0ð Þ \ . . .\u1;rp jð Þ u0ð Þ \Uj ! IRm jð ÞÞ ! min; j ¼ 1; . . .; k 2ð Þ ð2cÞ

Fig. 1. An example of an anticipatory network formation of a vehicle swarm. V0 is the
coordinating vehicle (virtual supervisor, 0th layer of the AN) that is also an initial element in the
network. V1,p, p = 1,…,k(1), are coordinated vehicles (1st layer), V2,q q = 1,…,k(2), are monitored
vehicles (2nd layer), ui,r are causal influence relations starting from the elements of the i-th layer,
fi,j,k,l are anticipatory feedback relations between the units Vi,j and Vk,l (with V0,0: = V0).
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where the notation is the same as that explained above. The anticipatory feedbacks f.,.,k,l
are defined as the requirements imposed on the choice of decisions u1,i and u2,j:

f1;i;0;0
� �

: u1;i 2 G�1
i ðfx 2 Pi : x� gigÞ andu0;i : U0 ! 2U1;i exists; for i 2 1 : n 1ð Þ½ � ð3aÞ

f2;j;k;l
� �

: u2;j 2 W2;k;l anduk;p : Uk;l ! 2U2;j exists; for j 2 1 : n 2ð Þ½ �; k 2 0; 1f g; ð3bÞ

where gi is a target reference level for Gi: = (G1,G1,i) – a desired or a satisfactory value
of this criterion [9], Pi: = Gi(P(U1,i,Gi,IR+

N+m(i)), W2,k,l are sets of potential actions of
the vehicle V2,j such as the communication between V2,j and Vk,l is preserved after the
next action of V2,j, as anticipated from the perspective of Vk,l.

The dynamics of the vehicle network A(t) and the assignment of vehicle status and
tasks is driven by a discrete-event control system that was presented in [14]. The
activity of the supervisor as well as the numerical computations yielding the solution of
the anticipatory decision problems based on Algorithms 1 and 2 in [12] proceed in the
background while the next two sections focus on the presentation of the overall soft-
ware architecture and simulation results under different assumptions on the swarm N.

3 Simulation of Anticipatory Vehicle Swarms

Anticipatory system simulation is burdened by a fundamental feature of anticipation,
namely that current actions of simulated agents depend on their expectations con-
cerning future states. This means that the results of another simulation looking into a
more distant future should be taken into account when modelling present-time vehicle
behavior. However, by using two non-overlapping time scales, the TANs defined in
Sect. 2 provide an efficient framework for modelling anticipatory swarms. From
assumption (b) in Sect. 2 it follows that the planning horizon for anticipatory decisions
is always smaller than the corresponding time step in the outer time scale. Therefore,
we can decompose the simulation and separate the performance of the swarm decision
algorithms that are applied when the threats are mitigated from the simulation of traffic
and other surveillance activities.

3.1 Initial Assumptions and the Structure of the Simulation Algorithm

The simulation of vehicles’ autonomous capabilities is the main component of the
model, which admits i.a. the following assumptions and parameter values:

1 N vehicles inspect a D meter long dual-loop road system (here N = 8, D = 5000).
2 All vehicles start their operation at the same time from the same point with an

initial distance from each other varying from 10 to 20 m. The vehicles may be
subdivided into two subgroups, each one starting the exploration from one of two
ways available at the starting point. The minimum group size is 3 units.

3 The vehicles operate during an H-hour period (here H = 8 h or H = 28800 s); after
this period, the overall performance of the swarm (function G) is assessed.

4 Two vehicles can pass or overtake each other.
5 A vehicle can change its movement direction at any time.
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6 The initial maximum speed of each vehicle is vmax mps (here vmax = 1). Damage
0 � d(Vj,t) � 1 can reduce it to vmax(1 − d(Vj,t)) m/s. When passing obstacles,
the speed can be reduced randomly up to 80% of the maximum with a uniform
reduction distribution. Both speed reductions are independent from each other.

7 There are some obstacles in the mine. The obstacles are characterized by the
central point of location x, time of appearance t, the severity s(t,x), 0,1 < s(t,x) < 1
that defines the coefficient of the speed reduction and the length L(t,x) of road that
is affected by the speed reduction resulting from this obstacle. The present version
of the simulation does not allow removing the obstacles. Obstacles cannot overlap.

8 The maximum acceleration of each vehicle is acmax m/s2 (here acmax = 1). Damage
d(Vj,t) can reduce it to acmax(1 − d(Vj,t)) m/s2.

9 Threats may appear at random locations xl and time tl with intensity r(tl,xl). The
threat mitigation time depends on the number M of vehicles taking part in the
mitigation and on the intensity r, sw: = sw(r,M). The additional energy con-
sumption el by each team member during threat mitigation is a function of r and
M and is proportional to sw, i.e. el: = el(r,M,sw), el(.,ksw) = kel(.,sw), for k > 0.

10 The probability that a threat is discovered by a j-th vehicle from time t1 to t2
depends on the distance d to the threat according to the following simplified rule:

if d\20 then p ¼ 1; else if d\100 p ¼ d�1 else p ¼ 0:

11 Once a vehicle is assigned to a mitigating team, it moves from its current location
to the threat and stays there until this threat is removed.

12 The mutual communication range of a pair of vehicles Vi and Vj depends on their
distance d(Vi,Vj) and vanishes when d(Vi,Vj) > d0 meters (here d0 = 300 m).

13 Communication fallouts appear spontaneously; a fallout occurring at time tc affects
a certain road interval of length Lc centered around the location xc with a duration
sc, all three parameters being uniform distributed random variables. If a vehicle
enters the fallout area, its communication range is reduced to x meters, where x is
a random variable with a uniform distribution on [0,d0) (meters).

14 The swarm units are not able to forecast or anticipate a fallout, but any vehicle hit
by a fallout immediately discovers its parameters. Vehicles affected by a fallout
pursue their activities according to the anticipatory task execution principles.

Vehicles may start operating in one formation of 8 robots or they can be initially
subdivided into two groups of 4, or 5 and 3, units each. In order to compare different
algorithms and the impact of communication quality, each formation will be analyzed
and simulated independently for the same configuration of threats and obstacles.
Therefore, all environmental objects and external events prior to the start of the sim-
ulation should be initialized. Then, formation performance will be compared for the
same simulated circumstances with and without communication fallouts.

The above assumptions, together with the embedded decision procedures (Algo-
rithms 2 and 3 in the next section), yield the following simulation algorithm:
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As an output of Algorithm 1, we get the interim values of G and F as well as their
final value after the full operation cycle. The class structure diagram implied by the
assumptions 1–14 and the Algorithm 1 is shown in Fig. 2 below.

Fig. 2. A class diagram of the anticipatory vehicle simulation
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The above diagram uses the standard UML notation (cf. www.uml.org). The
classes correspond to the notions used previously, those introduced at the implemen-
tation stage are explained below:

• Supervisor implements both, the AN’s initial node and coordination tasks. In
non-anticipatory mode its activity is reduced to communicating new threats.

• RouteTopology - a vehicle route graph description with a list of nodes and
adjacency matrix.

• ExploringAlgorithm - specifies how vehicles move in the route graph.
• PathSeeker – a class dedicated to seek optimal (the shortest) route to the desired

target.
• ComManager - calculates the N�N communication matrix (its coefficients describe

the communication quality for each pair of vehicles) based on vehicles’ position and
active communication fallouts.

• Handlers – an abstract class defining required properties and methods for all
(fallout, obstacles, and threat) handlers.

An implementation scheme of the above simulation is presented in the next section.

3.2 Decision-Making Algorithms

The solution principle of the optimal surveillance task admitted in the previous section
corresponds to problem P3 in [14]. For simulation purposes, a simplified vector per-
formance criterion G = (G1,1,G1,2,G2) has been admitted, where:

– G1,1 is the efficiency of efforts spent on mitigating threats, measured as the average
mitigation time during the operation period, weighted by threat severity,

– G1,2 is the use of energy, combining the distance travelled and threat mitigation,
– G2 is the total amount of damage that hit all vehicles, G2(N): = R1� j�N dj(t0,tfin).

All criteria will be minimized. To compare different team configurations, the threat
occurrences have been initiated in such a manner so that they can be mitigated by all
vehicle teams. The occurrences of threats and communication fallouts remain constant
throughout the experiment reported in this paper. The above problem solution is
accomplished with the following two optimization algorithms with a constant internal
time step. The first one builds the team as an anticipatory network, while the other is
applied in a ‘naïve’ team-building case. Both can be alternatively embedded as Step
4ab in Algorithm 1 to compare the simulation results with different decision
procedures.
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The above Algorithm 2 has been embedded in the simulation procedure as an
exchangeable module. It can be replaced by other problem solving procedures, such as
a natural swarm algorithm, which is outlined below.

Due to the assumed separation of mitigation and exploration, the above Algo-
rithms 2 and 3 can be exchanged to compare the efficiency of the cooperative threat
mitigation models. Algorithms 2 or 3 are employed in case of a threat discovery only,
after which the application returns to the basic surveillance mode. Therefore, to speed
up computation without affecting the generality of results, Algorithms 2 and 3 can first
be applied to simulate a sufficient number of different initial configurations of antici-
patory networks. The average incremental change of the values of criteria G for each
initial configuration resulting from this simulation can be calculated and input into the
basic algorithm. In this mode, the computation has been considerably faster, cf. the next
section for details. The implementation scheme of Algorithms 1 and 2 or 3 is shown in
Fig. 3 below.
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The procedure chooseAssistingUnits() serves to build anticipatory vehicle networks
to mitigate threats. Based on current communication matrix, vehicles’ positions and
threat parameters, the supervisor assigns vehicles with the message assistReq() to
mitigate the threat just processed. Depending on external circumstances and individual
preferences, a vehicle may respond with an internal command goToThreat(). The
command threatReached() is sent to the superviser after the vehicle is ready to start
mitigation. With mitigateReq(), stopReq() and other commands, the supervisor controls
the activity of an anticipatory network mitigating a threat.

3.3 Simulation Results: The Impact of Communication on Swarm
Performance

The vehicle swarm operation simulation, including the anticipatory multicriteria opti-
mization problem solving procedure, was programmed in MatlabTM. The simulated
situation presented below can be interpreted as the cooperation of 8 autonomous
vehicles that look for threats such as leaks of water or falling rock in a monitored area.
The admissible swarm configurations are coded as (m,n), by definition it means that the
swarm is subdivided into 2 groups of m and n-elements respectively. If n = 0 or m = 0

Fig. 3. A scheme of the anticipatory vehicle simulation environment
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then there is only one group of vehicles. By definition, group 1 (or a single group)
selects the way left at the starting point.

Figure 4 shows the visualization of a swarm operation which is delivered during
the simulation. Current vehicle parameters and criteria values are shown in separate
windows. In the simulation experiment presented in this section, the anticipatory
network formation (Algorithms 2) was enabled.

The exploration algorithm applies a simple navigation rule based on the
‘last-visited’ timestamp. Specifically, at a crossing, route intervals (edges) which have
not been visited since the longest time ago are likely to be chosen for the immediate
inspection. A vehicle can break this rule when it is called by a supervisor to become a
member of a threat mitigating team. After completing their mitigation task, vehicles
continue journey in the same direction as they did before this task. The performance of
the swarm operation simulated with the above assumptions, with the same route,
obstacles, threats and communication fallouts in 50 runs, 10 for each of 5 swarm
configurations, is presented in Table 1. Its column headings are explained below:

Fig. 4. Left: the simulation main visualization screen showing the route system with vehicles
marked as triangles. Active threats are marked as dots, those mitigated as “x” rectangles,
obstacles as shadowed rectangles. Dashed rectangles represent the communication fallouts.
Right: An auxiliary screen displaying the current values of performance indicators.
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TtT – ‘Time-to-Threat’ – the average time to start mitigating a threat since its dis-
covery, weighted by threat severities, calculated during the whole operation period.
Conf – Configuration of vehicles, e.g. m-n - two groups with m and n vehicles.
AvMitT – ‘Average threat Mitigation Time’ (G1,1) calculated for all vehicles in the
swarm during the whole operation period.
Energy (G1,2) – the sum of energy consumption of all 8 vehicles during the operation.
Damage (G2) – the sum of damage coefficients for all vehicles during the operation.
CwOpt – ‘Compare with the optimal team’- the ratio (mitigation time with optimal
team)/(actual mitigation time in current simulation run) averaged for all threats
occurring during the operation period. The ‘Mitigation time’ is the total duration of
mitigating activities of all team members employed at a given threat, while the ‘optimal
team time’ is the theoretically minimal mitigation time, pre-calculated for each threat
based on its parameters.

The overall impact of communication quality on the swarm performance in each
(j-th) configuration shown in the above table and within the whole simulated operation
period has been calculated as the following coefficient Q(j):

Q jð Þ :¼ CwOpt C; jð Þ=CwOpt CF; jð Þ � 1ð Þ 	 100%; for j 2 1 : K½ � ð4Þ

CwOpt(C,j) and CwOpt(CF,j) are the values of CwOpt for the j–th swarm con-
figuration calculated without and with communication fallouts, respectively. In the
above-presented 8 experiments Q(j) varies from 42,77% for two groups with 5 and 3
units) to 136,62% (2 groups of 3 and 5 units). After averaging the values of Q(j) over
all K swarm configurations in the experiment we get the value of Q(N) = R1� j�K qj(j).
In the above presented simulation experiment Q(N) = 78,38%, which represents a
considerable improvement of the anticipatory swarm behavior without communication
disturbances compared to the case where the effective communication range is reduced

Table 1. Simulation results of a swarm of 8 autonomous anticipatory vehicles in different
configurations (1 or 2 groups), compared with and without communication fallouts. An ‘Av.’
along a configuration mark points out the line with the average value of all indicators. The lines
with a ‘r’ contain the standard deviations of indicators for this configuration of vehicles

Conf. Communication disturbances, range 10 m No communication disturbances, range 300 m

TtT AvMitT
(G1,1)

Energy
(G1,2)

Damage
(G2)

CwOpt TtT AvMitT
(G1,1)

Energy
(G1,2)

Damage
(G2)

CwOpt

8–0
av.

124881 634 177,82 3466 57,43% 127440 487 174,18 3149 85,64%

8–0 r 5948 65 0,93 168 7,59% 4208 27 0,40 28 5,86%

5–3
av.

82960 799 175,06 3822 38,58% 112386 622 169,79 3486 55,08%

5–3 r 15619 45 0,90 163 3,54% 3004 47 1,65 137 5,03%

4–4
av.

96128 837 172,66 3883 33,42% 86269 531 172,78 3213 71,03%

4–4 r 3259 113 1,35 310 7,23% 13577 25 1,99 47 5,03%

3–5
av.

78109 961 170,92 4158 29,22% 92484 523 175,61 3135 69,14%

3–5 r 8972 141 2,84 324 7,28% 203 5 0,57 18 1,63%

0–8 av 135692 589 179,03 3423 64,59% 124431 442 175,66 3105 97,44%

0–8 r 30923 25 1,83 222 5,85% 536 2 0,76 11 0,53%
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to 10 m on average due to the fallouts of a leaky cable or other types of radio con-
nection in areas monitored by autonomous vehicles [1]. It is to be noted that the
simulation results yielded by Algorithm 3, i.e. without forming anticipatory networks,
are worse in terms of Q(N) on average by about 12% in case without communication
fallouts and on 16% when the communication disturbances may occur.

4 Conclusions

Reliable and robust communication between vehicles is a key issue in every application
involving vehicle swarm coordination [5]. Anticipation capabilities can be regarded as
a substitute for cloud communication in an environment where the reliability of the
latter cannot be ensured. In addition, vertical hand-offs [4] may occur in a network
when the vehicle changes the subareas of the exploration area with different wire
systems. The behavior of a vehicle out of communication range can then be driven by
anticipation.

The simulation results presented in the previous section show that an efficient
communication enabling data exchange between vehicles is crucial to the performance
of surveillance tasks. The organization of vehicles in timed anticipatory networks
additionally increases the overall performance indicators by about 15%. The antici-
pation is based on the knowledge of vehicle technical parameters, such as maximum
velocity, acceleration, communication range, navigation and threat mitigation capa-
bilities, as well as on the knowledge of decision algorithms, which are initially identical
for all vehicles.

During their activity, some vehicles may sustain damage so their actual parameters
should be estimated with measurements of their current dynamics. Similarly, the
decision algorithms may be altered due to knowledge base modification during
on-the-job learning. However, anticipatory algorithms make it possible to calculate the
most probable subsequent activities of other swarm units and use this information to
define appropriate future actions. Moreover, forming teams with an anticipatory net-
work structure and solving anticipatory decision problems ensure a fair balance
between cooperative (reaching a common goal represented by the function G1) and
conflicting (reaching individual goals G2j) behaviors.

The anticipatory-network-based vehicle team formation presented in [14] as well as
the simulation procedure presented in this paper aim to provide initial proof of feasi-
bility for real-life applications of autonomous vehicle swarms. The simulation results
show that an autonomous vehicle swarm tasked with threat surveillance may outper-
form the threat detection capabilities of human staff, and may quickly and efficiently
mitigate the discovered threats in tough environmental conditions without endangering
human rescue teams.
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